
Pandemic Disobedience

How is it that people can be so compliant to the dictum of the nations they belong to? I
believe that to be compliant is but a form of ignorance. To reach such an ignorance
people of a nation ought to be bred within it. They ought to believe they are most free
to explore other cultural  forms and yet looking more in depths these other cultural
forms are just but other products of other nations.

What  I  mean to  say  here  is  that  as  soon as  my physical  or  intellectual  freedom  is
hindered I fully freak out. I cannot tolerate any sort of imposed restriction. This in not a
irresponsible behaviour but the behaviour of I believe someone who have learned as an
autodidact some common sense by constantly adhering to his nature.

In  this  respect  when  I  see  entire  nations  place  their  populations  on  a  most  rigid
lockdown to avoid the spreading of a virus that can threaten the life of few as it  is
happening today I grow suspicious. I grow even more suspicious given the fact that at
the  time  of  the  current  pandemic  I  happen  to  live  in  a  small  country  where  the
lockdown is only nominal and no one really wears a protective mask or is kidnapped at
home by an authoritarian state.

On the contrary when I hear of my native land in which every single person is kept at
home, where only a family member can go for grocery and a riffle is pointed on his or
her chest during military check ups I start to believe that not rebelling to such a situation
is not having any common sense, I start to believe that once again the old cradle of
western civilization is but trying to rescue not antique monuments, the lives of the old
people they claim to be saving, but of an authoritarian class which since the post war
baby boom has imposed itself like the very cement buildings and structures around the
newly industrialized nature.

What I mean to say here is that we are saving the lives of those who are in principle
hindering the generation of a new life, the ones who have brought us back to a feudal
regime, the ones telling the youth what not to do and how not to follow their intuition.
In the northern states on the contrary despite people freely circulating around keeping
only some sort of social distance, the numbers do not seem to be much more impressive
than those of the authoritarian southern states. Old folk dies and also some young folk
indeed but isn't that the main issue of our contemporary society that we are in all our
technological advancement hindering some sort of natural selection?

I am not playing any politics here but I am guided by my strong natural instinct that tells
me how extremist are the politics of total rescue of any life so much coming to hinder
life itself. In this respect I find it wrong to relay on scientists who can only tell us how the



virus can spread and what are the short terms dangers. We ought neither to relay on
religious ethics either especially the so called Christian ones that have nothing to do
with Christ himself and that are so dead phobic.

Even without  borrowing  from  any  already  existing  ethical  apparatus  one  is  able  to
discern that for once one ought to slow down on the outsource of natural resources and
in turn we cannot keep up following an economy regulated by the idea that the more
consumers,  the  better  is  the  state  of  the  state.  This  set-up  also  has  unimaginable
devastating consequences. The very idea to keep people just waiting to die alive is by no
means anti natural. I am not only referring here on the pre Christian ethics such as that
of the Stoics where suicide was an act of honour but also of the more Celtic traditions
rejecting a death from disease and seeking a more violent death.

Now we do not want to pursue certain traumatic paths as those experienced during the
last conflicts but indeed we ought to bare in mind that all the global lust does not come
without a dear toll. No one will ever want to express him or herself in the way I am now
doing. He or she will be immediately stoned by the masses and yet do politicians need
to be constantly so close to such rageful moods amplified by the media? 

The current virus pandemic demonstrates that each and every nation is like a person
that is more or less sick. Now such a person will never opt to amputate or do any drastic
operation on its sickening body. A doctor or a surgeon ought to act but certainly not as
all the medical staff now enrolled to preserve intact any of the infected part of this body
totally obstructing the rest of the wealthy organs to function.

What I mean to say here is that nothing vital is lost by letting the virus take its course
while much is being lost over-preventing this from happening. Some measured ought to
be  taken not  to  congest  hospitalizations  but  really  are  these  half  measures  of  any
effect? Perhaps they are yet they remain half measures and people can keep on living
without being relegated to their cemented social caves and drugged with positive and
optimistic commercials saying they are doing the right thing, saying that not going out,
not going to nature is good.

Perhaps the best a state should have done is to send every of its citizen in a Decameron
like retreat in nature. While this should have been the wisest of choices it would have
perhaps marked the beginning of the end of states, the understanding that governance
is but a relative game played on our own lives today more than ever. To stay on the safe
side the little country where I have spent the time of the pandemic has offered free
streaming  TV  channels  to  everyone,  offering  very  low  culture  entertainment,
entertainment  meant  to  keep  us  in  the  cave  rather  than  the  unique  and  shocking



cultural and intellectual and spiritual entertainment bringing us out of it. Musicians and
artists  all  around  the  world  has  made  incredible  effort  to  sustain  such,  Platonically
speaking, ignorant campaign of kidnapping dead souls in their cemented caves with all
the projections needed to keep the mass under a media narcotic. A more critical culture
ought to break such a state of things, confront the authority and provoke disobedience,
provoke the exiting of such social cave commodities.

Above all it is the understanding that we are no longer video-game players but the very
video-game characters following more or less strict algorithms. It is my understanding
that the only way to go out of this algorithm is to run our own game, a game within the
game opening us up to a whole new dimension and removing the set of  ignorance
preinstalled on us by governance and its intellectual or religious apparatus running with
it.   


